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57 ABSTRACT 
Shaking area of the shake table of a motor-driven shaker 
used for shake culture and the like can be enlarged or 
reduced by adjusting the eccentricities of plural support 
legs with respect to corresponding shafts. According to 
the present invention, mere adjustment of the eccentric 
ity of a central support leg results in automatical eccen 
tricity adjustment of the other peripheral support legs 
each having a magnet secured thereto which slidably 
engages with a free disc per se rotatable with its shaft, 
since the magnet is driven while generating a circle on 
the free disc following an eccentrical movement of the 
central support leg and such circle ought to coincide of 
itself with a concentrical circle with respect to the shaft. 

2 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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1. 

SHAKER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a shaker of the type having 
a shake table and a plurality of support legs which are 
eccentrically driven with respect to their shafts respec 
tively. 

Conventional shakers used in shake culture and the 
like include those shown in FIGS. 6-8, each of support 
legs A has threaded lower end which is screwed in one 
of tapped holes B eccentrically arranged on or through 
a central support disc D. The central support disc D 
secured to a central shaft C is rotated by a motor 3, 
while the peripheral support discs D' such as those 
disposed on four corner portions of a fitting plate 2 
shown in FIG. 7 are rotated by the support legs. A 
which are perse eccentrically driven around the shafts 
C' respectively, since the peripheral support legs A" are 
secured to a back plate 7a of a shake table 7 which is 
driven through the central support leg A and the central 
disc D by the motor 3. With this arrangement, the loca 
tions or distances of the peripheral support legs. A rela 
tive to or from the tapped holes B" of the support discs 
D' must be exactly identical with each other, and if 
there exist any discrepancies between them, for example 
as shown in FIG. 7, it is either difficult or impossible to 
mount the shake table 7 on the discs D, D' with the 
threaded end portions fully screwed in the tapped holes 
B, B'. Further, with this arrangement, it is difficult or 
impossible to adjust or change the eccentricity of the 
support legs A, A' from the shafts C, C, and if required 
to doso, the formers A, A' themselves must be substi 
tuted with appropriate ones which have such desired 
eccentricity. 

While, another prior art shaker of FIG. 8, viz., in 
Japanese Patent Publication No. 36-6950 can be advan 
tageously adjusted or changed with respect to the ec 
centricity of the support legs A, A' from the shafts C, C 
with employment of such construction that contains an 
adjust screw E which laterally moves the shaft A and a 
plurality of perpheral adjust sleeves F which can be 
moved on support rods Hand fastened by screws G; in 
FIG. 8, a transmission belt from the motor 3 is not 
illustrated. However, this arrangement is very compli 
cated in construction and further such adjustment must 
be effected each time with respect to every peripheral 
support legs A. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is therefore an object of the present invention to 
provide a shaker of the construction in which a central 
and perpheral support legs for a single shake table are 
easily adjusted in their eccentricities with respect to 
respective rotation shafts. 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a shaker characteristically comprising a plurality 
of peripheral magnets each held by a peripheral support 
leg and slidably engaging with a peripheral free disc 
whereby the eccentricity adjustment of the support leg 
can be automatically effected by simply adjusting a 
central support leg. 
For a further understanding of the present invention 

and for features and advantages thereof, reference may 
be made to the following description and the drawings 
which illustrate a preferred embodiment of shakers in 
accordance with the present invention. 
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2 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a front view partly sectional of one embodi 

ment of shakers in accordance with the present inven 
tion; 
FIG. 2 is a fragmentary enlarged view taken along 

line II-II of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a schematic view showing the adjustment of 

eccentricity of a central support leg with respect to a 
central shaft; 
FIG. 4 is a schematic view showing the motions and 

eccentricities of a central driving disc and four periph 
eral support discs with respect to respective shafts; 
FIG. 5 is a schematic view showing an example in 

which a shake table has been mounted with four support 
legs positioned at random on respective support discs; 
FIG. 6 is view similar to FIG. 1, showing a prior art 

shaker; 
FIG. 7 is a schematic view showing an example of 

discrepancy between support legs and tapped holes 
therefor; and 
FIG. 8 is a view similar to FIG. 1, showing another 

prior art shaker. 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT OF THE 

INVENTION 

Referring to the drawings, particularly to FIGS. 1, 2, 
one embodiment of shakers in accordance with the 
present invention includes a housing 1 of open box type; 
a horizontal fitting stand 2 installed on the base of the 
housing; a driving motor 3 suspended under the fitting 
stand 2; a driving disc 4 centrally arranged on the fitting 
stand 2 with its rotation shaft C extending downward 
therethrough; said driving disc being interlocked to the 
driving shaft of the electric motor 3 by a transmission 
belt; a pair of L-shaped rails 5a, 5b cooperatively form 
ing a channel therebetween and respectively fixed on 
the upper surface of the driving disc 4, said pair of 
L-shaped rails 5a, 5b being substitutable by a channel 
bar with bottom or closed portion thereof fixed on the 
driving disc 4; a central support leg 6 with enlarged 
lower portion inserted in the channel, said central sup 
port leg 6 being fastened in any place eccentrical with 
respect to the central shaft C by a nut 10, but being 
slidable when required for adjustment; a shake table 7 
having a back plate 7a with a central fitting hole 8 and 
a plurality of peripheral fitting holes 8" formed there 
through; a rolling-contact bearing 9 inserted in the cen 
tral fitting hole 8 and holding the central support leg 6 
rotatably therein; a plurality peripheral rolling-contact 
bearings 11 each installed in the corresponding periph 
eral fitting hole 8' on four corners of the back plate 7a 
and holding a corresponding peripheral support leg 12 
rotatably therein; a plurality of permanent magnets 13 
each securely held by the lower grip portion of the 
corresponding support leg 12, said magnet being circu 
lar in plan view and having flat bottom face; a plurality 
of peripheral rolling-contact bearings 14 each installed 
in a corresponding fitting hole on four corners of the 
fitting stand 2; and a plurality of free discs 15 each 
having a shaft C held by the peripheral rolling-contact 
bearing 14 rotatably therein, said free discs being made 
of a magnetically soft material to be attracted by the 
magnets. 
The magnets 13 can be slidably positioned on the free 

discs 15 when initially placed thereon. Here, the magne 
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tism or attractive force of the magnet 13 is set to such a 
value as lower than the rotational force of the motor 3. 
As constructed above, the shake table 7 assembled 

together with the peripheral support legs 12 through 
respective rollingcontact bearings 11 can be easily 
mounted above the fitting stand 2 through the periph 
eral free discs 15 and the peripheral rolling-contact 
bearings 14 while putting the back plate 7a through the 
central fitting hole 8 onto the set of central support leg 
6, rolling-contact bearing 9 and paired rails 5a, 5b and 
driving disc 4 previously assembled together and fas 
tened by the nut 10 to the channel between the rails 5a, 
5. 
Ahead of this operation, the eccentricity of the cen 

tral support leg 6 with the respect to the central shaft C 
can be easily adjusted or changed by sliding the support 
leg 6 between the channel to a desired position (cf. FIG. 
3) and those of the peripheral support legs 12 with re 
spect to the corresponding shafts C need not be manu 
ally adjusted or changed since they can be automati 
cally normalized (cf. FIG. 4) as described below when 
the central driving disc 4 is rotated by the motor 3 to 
eccentrically drive the central support leg 6. 
Supposed now that the shake table 7 is placed abnor 

mally, with the permanent magnet 13 positioned at such 
spots on the respective peripheral free discs 15 as shown 
in FIG. 5, then each magnet 13 is driven while generat 
ing a circle on the surface of the disc 15 following the 
eccentrical movement of the central support leg 6. 
However, since the disc 15 itself is driven by magnet 13 
slidably engaging therewith, the circle generated by the 
magnet is inforced to move to and coincide with such a 
circle on the disc that has the same radius and center so 
as to provide the support legs 12 and the magnet 13 with 
a natural and comfortable position, shifted from such a 
unnatural and uncomfortable position as shownin FIG. 
5. 

Accordingly, the shake table 7 can be easily rear 
ranged to such normal or natural posture that provides 
most preferred shaking condition for shake culture and 
the like. Further, for adjusting the eccentricities of the 
central support leg 6 and the peripheral support legs 12 
with respect to the central shaft C of the driving disc 4 
and the shafts C" of the peripheral free discs 15 so as to 
enlarge or reduce the shaking area of the shake table 7, 
only the central support leg 6 need be moved to, and 
fastened by the nut 10 at, a desired spot between the 
paired rails 5a, 5b, The eccentricities of the peripheral 
support legs with respect to the shafts C of the respec 
tive peripheral free discs 14 can be automatically ad 
justed as described above. 

It is to be noted that the shakers in accordance with 
the present invention are quite simple in construction 
and operation and that the shake table 7 together with 
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4. 
the peripheral support legs 12 assembled thereto can be 
easily mounted on the peripheral free discs 15 and the 
central assembly of the support leg 6, the paired rails 5a, 
5b, and driving disc 4; here, the central assembly being 
already eccentrically adjusted to a desired position. If 
desired, an eye-hole (not shown) may be formed on the 
shake table 7 above the central support leg 6 so as to 
secure exact mounting of the shake table 7 on the above 
central assembly through the fitting hole 8, or alterna 
tively, the shake table 7 itself may be made of any trans 
parent material. 

Further, although the central support leg 6 has been 
described as installed to the driving disc 4 adjustably 
through the paired rails 5a, 5b with respect to the cen 
tral shaft C, it may naturally be directly and adjustably 
installed to the disc 4, for example, by screwing its 
lower end in one of the fitting holes (not shown) con 
centrically formed on the driving disc 4. Thus, it is 
understood that the present disclosure has been made 
only as an example and the scope of this invention is not 
limited to such disclosure. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A shaker used for shake culture and the like, com 

prising: a horizontal fitting stand; a motor installed on 
the fitting stand; a driving disc centrally arranged on the 
fitting stand with a rotation shaft extending forward 
therethrough, said driving disc being connected with a 
driving shaft of the motor by a transmission means; a 
central support leg installed through a fixture to the 
driving disc, said central support leg being eccentrically 
adjustable with respect to the rotation shaft of the driv 
ing disc; a shake table having a back plate with a central 
fitting hole and a plurality of peripheral fitting holes; a 
rolling-contact bearing rotatably holding the central 
support leg; a plurality of peripheral support legs held 
by a plurality of peripheral rolling-contact bearings in 
the peripheral fitting holes; a plurality of free discs each 
having a rotation shaft rotatbly held by a further roller 
contact bearing on the fitting stand; and a plurality of 
peripheral magnets each securely held by one of the 
peripheral support legs in sliding engagement with one 
of the free discs, a magnetic attraction force being estab 
lished between each magnet and the respective free disc 
which force is less than a rotation force produced by the 
motor so as to promote eccentric self adjustment of the 
magnets to conform with the eccentricity of the central 
support leg. 

2. A shaker according to claim 1, wherein the fixture 
to the driving disc is a combination of an enlarged lower 
pportion of the central support leg and a pair of L 
shaped rails cooperatively forming a channel therebe 
tween and respectively fixed on the upper surface of the 
driving disc. 


